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Effect of templated quenched disorder on fluid phase equilibrium
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Templating offers a means to direct the structure of quenched disorder. We show here that changes in phase
equilibrium due to the presence of quenched disorder can themselves be altered by templating. We calculate
the phase diagram of a fluid in a collection of template-directed, quenched particles by solving a set of replica
Ornstein-Zernike equations within the mean spherical approximation and show templating to enhance phase
behavior, that is, shift the phase envelope upward from its location for a nontemplated system of identical
available volume. This enhancement is due to an augmented number of fluid-fluid interactions.
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The presence of quenched disorder is known to hav
profound effect on the phase behavior of various magn
and fluid systems@1#. Examples of this are single compone
or binary systems immersed in porous glasses or silica
@2–9#. In these systems, the liquid-vapor or liquid-liqu
critical temperature is typically lowered and the phase en
lope narrowed compared to those of the corresponding b
system. Although the effects of quenched disorder are o
explained by the presence of random fields in a fully av
able system@10#, most physical manifestations involv
highly correlated fields and regions of unavailability~due to,
for example, gel strands or pore walls!. It is clear that these
characteristics, and thus also the nature of any phase tr
tion, depend on the structure of the quenched disorde
property that can be controlled by realizing the quench in
presence of a removable, structure-directing template.
important practical example of this is the molecular temp
ing of porous materials where the material is formed~per-
haps by gelation! in the presence of a shape-directing te
plate species that is later removed by thermal or chem
treatment@11#. Ideally, the material’s structure will mimic, to
some extent, the structure of the template. Templated po
materials find use as adsorbents, sensors, gas sepa
membranes, and molecular recognition agents. One can
vision using templating, together with existing methods
controlling porosity, to tailor porous materials that impar
specific phase behavior to an adsorbed fluid.

In this paper, we investigate fluid phase behavior in
presence of templated quenched disorder. We model both
fluid and the quenched disorder in terms of discrete partic
the latter being a quenched, equilibrated configuration o
binary mixture of ‘‘matrix’’ and ‘‘template’’ particles with
the template component removed@12#. The analogy between
the construction of this model and the formation of a te
plated porous material is obvious, but the model may a
apply more generally to systems containing perturb
quenched randomness, such as certain alloys, glasses
magnetic systems.

Simulation @13,14# and liquid-state theory@15,16# have
shown that the temperature-density phase envelope of a
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immersed in a collection of quenched particles is lowe
with increasing number density of the matrix. It is also o
served experimentally@11# and theoretically@12# that tem-
plating increases the volume available to an adsorbed fl
so one might expect templating to have an effect similar
decreasing the quenched matrix number density. It is on
the goals of this article to distinguish these two effects.

Using arguments similar to ones used for nontempla
systems @17,18#, we recently proposed a set of replic
Ornstein-Zernike equations relating the direct and total c
relation functions for a fluid in a templated porous mater
@19#:

h005c001r0c00^ h001r08c008^ h008 , ~1!

h0085c0081r0c00^ h0081r08c008^ h0808 , ~2!

h08085c08081r0c008^ h0081r08c0808^ h0808 , ~3!

h015c011r0c00^ h011r08c008^ h0811r1c01^ hc , ~4!

h0815c0811r0c008^ h011r08c0808^ h0811r1c081^ hc ,
~5!

h115c111r0c01^ h011r08c081^ h0811r1cc^ h111r1cb

^ hc , ~6!

hc5cc1r1cc^ hc , ~7!

whereci j (hi j ) is the direct~total! correlation function be-
tween componentsi and j, r i is the density of componenti,
^ is a convolution, and the subscripts 0, 08, and 1 are the
matrix, template, and fluid components, respectively. In
dition, hc andcc are the ‘‘connected’’ parts of the correlatio
functions, defined as the sums of contributing diagrams p
sessing at least one path connecting the fluid root points
not passing through any matrix field points@17,18#.

We restrict ourselves to spherically symmetric potenti
divisible into a hard core repulsion and an attractive tail p
turbation. We employ the mean spherical approximation@20#
to solve Eqs.~1!–~7!: hi j (r )521 for r ,s i j andci j (r )5du
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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2uij
P(r)/kT for r<s i j , wheres i j 5(s i1s j )/2, s i is the hard

sphere diameter of componenti, ui j
P(r ) is the perturbation

potential between componentsi and j, k is the Boltzmann
constant, andT is the absolute temperature. We consider h
a truncated Lennard-Jones perturbation potential:ui j

P(r )5

2« i j for s i j <r ,21/6s i j , ui j
P(r )54« i j b(s i j /r )12

2(s i j /r )6c for 21/6s i j <r ,2.5s i j , and ui j
P(r )50 for

2.5s i j <r . The one remaining closure relation in this a
proximation iscc5c11 @17#. To account for the fact that th
template is removed prior to addition of the fluid phase,
impose the condition thats0815«08150.

The perturbation contributions to the internal and Hel
holtz energies are obtained in the usual way: integration
the product of the pair correlation function times the p
energy and subsequent integration of the Gibbs-Helmh
equation. The perturbation contributions to the chemical
tential and compressibility are determined via first and s
ond derivatives of the free energy with respect to fluid d
sity. The hard sphere reference contribution is determined
integrating the compressibility as in Ref.@19#. Coexisting
liquid and vapor densities are calculated using standard t
niques to equate liquid and vapor phase chemical poten
and, via the Gibbs-Duhem relation@18#, grand potentials.1

In Figs. 1 and 2, we show phase envelopes of two ma
densitiesr0s0

350.3 and 0.6, for equally sized matrix, tem
plate, and fluid diameters (s05s05s1) with a nonattractive
(«0150) and an attractive («015«11) matrix-fluid perturba-

1As discussed in Refs.@18, 22#, a fluid’s mechanical pressure ma
differ from its thermodynamic pressure~defined as its grand poten
tial density! in quenched matrices. The latter is the appropri
phase coexistence variable.

FIG. 1. Liquid-vapor phase envelopes for a fluid in~from top to
bottom in each threesome! a system of templated quenched pa
ticles, a system of nontemplated quenched particles of the s
available volume~but lower density!, and a system of nontemplate
quenched particles of the same density as the top curve. The m
and template densities, from top to bottom, arer0s0

350.3, 0.2726,
0.3, 0.6, 0.5535, and 0.6 andr08s0

350.6, 0, 0, 0.3, 0, 0. No matrix-
fluid attraction is present. It is clear that templating affects the ph
envelope beyond the effect due to available volume.
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tion interaction. As expected, the critical temperature and
overall two-phase envelope are lowered upon increasing
matrix density. In addition, we observe these properties
increase when the material is formed with a template. Thi
not unexpected since templating increases the available
ume, which in turn is expected to shift the phase diagr
upward. The question of whether templating has additio
influence on phase behavior is answered by considerin
nontemplated matrix of the same available volume as
templated one. Using a diagrammatic theory@12#, we find
nontemplated model systems of matrix densitiesr0s0

3

50.2726 and 0.5535 to have the same available volum
~respectively! as the two templated systems. For both hi
and low matrix densities, we find the phase envelopes to
between those of the templated and nontemplated system
the same density. This indicates that templating influen
the phase diagram beyond what would be expected from
increased available volume. This effect is most pronoun
for the higher matrix density, where the critical temperatu
in a templated system exceeds that of a nontemplated sy
by about 20%.

To investigate the cause of this template-enhanced ph
behavior, we decompose the chemical potential into con
butions from hard sphere repulsion and attractive tail per
bation: m15m1

R1m1
P . We find m1

R to increase monotoni-
cally andm1

P to decrease monotonically with increasingr1 .
In general, the suppression of phase behavior by the pres
of quenched disorder may be explained by an inhibition
the required van der Waals loop:m1

P is decreased~in mag-
nitude! by a reduced number of fluid-fluid interactions an
m1

R is increased by a reduced available volume~to the entire
set of fluid particles!. In Fig. 3, we show the chemical po
tential as a function of adsorbed fluid density for templa
and nontemplated quenched disorder of the same avail
volume. The van der Waals loop is much more pronoun
in the former. We note that under these conditions it is
templated system that possesses a slightly steeperm1

R , so the
enhanced van der Waals loop is due solely to a greater~in
magnitude! contribution from the attractive perturbation i

e

e

rix

e

FIG. 2. Liquid-vapor phase envelopes, as described in Fig
with the sole difference that matrix-fluid attraction is equal to flu
fluid attraction:«015«11.
1-2
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 042101
the templated system. This suggests the geometry of the
plated matrix to be one that favors fluid-fluid attractive inte
actions.

To further test this observation, we calculate the aver
number of neighboring particles@16# as

^N01&5r1E
0

r min
~h01~r !11!dr̄, ~8!

^N11&5r1E
0

r min
~h11~r !11!dr̄, ~9!

where r min is the separation at which the first minimum
the pair correlation function occurs.~The angular brackets
and overbar represent averages over fluid and matrix c
figurations, respectively, as in Ref.@18#.! Comparing a coex-
isting liquid in a templated matrix with a~noncoexisting!
liquid at the same temperature and density in a nontempl
matrix of identical available volume, we find the avera
number of fluid-fluid ~fluid-matrix! interactions to be in-
creased~decreased! in the templated system~see Table I!.
Our conclusion is therefore that fluid-fluid interactions a
suppressed to a much lesser degree by templated quen
disorder and that this leads to a more negativem1

P and an
‘‘enhanced phase behavior’’ relative to that observed in st
dard ~nontemplated! quenched disorder.

It is unlikely that a considerably simpler approach cou
yield such a prediction. For example, even a detailed tr
ment of a hard sphere system, with the attractive perturba
considered within a mean field framework, would be ins

FIG. 3. The chemical potential versus density of a fluid in
system of templated quenched particles~r0s0

350.6, r0s0
350.3!

and a system of nontemplated quenched particles of the same a
able volume~r0s0

350.5535,r0s0
350! at a temperature ofkT/«11

50.4. No matrix-fluid attraction is present. The circles repres
points where the average numbers of fluid-matrix and fluid-fl
neighbors are calculated~see Table I!. The enhanced van der Waa
loop of the templated system is due to an increased numbe
fluid-fluid interactions.
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ficient to explain our result. In that case,m1
P would be iden-

tical in both matrices and the slightly higherm1
R for the fluid

in the templated matrix~of the same available volume!, as
shown in Fig. 5 of Ref.@18#, would cause the nontemplate
matrix to possess the more pronounced van der Waals l

Although only an approximate theory, the mean spheri
approximation~MSA! energy approach has been shown
accurately predict the phase behavior of a bulk fluid an
fluid adsorbed in a nontemplated system@14#. We should
point out that this approach does not predict a true criti
point characterized by a diverging density correlation leng
instead, the region near the critical point is described by
usual mean field exponents. We emphasize, however,
only a relatively small region of the phase diagram is
fected by this theoretical shortcoming and that an accoun
is made for the physical causes of phase transitions a
from the critical point, namely, balances between energy
entropy leading to van der Waals loops. In contrast, the M
compressibility approach fails to predict a phase transform
tion in the presence of quenched disorder in systems of
mension less than 4@21#.

We take a moment to discuss the nature of the liquid a
vapor phases encountered here. Although the density di
bution of a fluid in the presence of quenched disorder
inhomogeneous for a given quenched configuration~it be-
comes homogeneous when averaged over an ensemb
quenched configurations!, localized regions of high or low
density are not the liquid and vapor phases defined by
phase envelopes. Points on~or outside! the envelopes are
true thermodynamic phases immersed in the quenched d
der. Implicitly, the interface between coexisting phases
neglected, its influence vanishing in the thermodynam
limit. In this sense, a Kelvin equation@23# or Gibbs-
Thomson relation@24# analysis, which considers the effect o
interfacial shape on the equilibrium between a localized
gion and a bulk phase, is not directly useful for predicti
the true phase envelope. Furthermore, a Kelvin-equat
based approach predicts an altered pressure of coexist
but not an altered critical temperature; this is incompati
with observations made here and elsewhere@13–16#. Finally,
because of the high density and small particle size of
quenched disorder considered here, it would be difficult
assign a geometry to an interface separating regions

ail-

t
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TABLE I. Average number of matrix-fluid (N01) and fluid-fluid
(N11) neighbors as determined by Eqs.~8! and ~9! for a saturated
liquid at kT/«1150.4 ~for «0150! and at 0.5~for «015«11! in a
templated matrix~r0s0

350.6, r0s0
350.3! and for a liquid of the

same temperature and density in a nontemplated matrix of the s
available volume~r0s0

350.5535,r0s0
350!.

Templated
«0150

Nontemplated
«0150

Templated
«015«11

Nontemplated
«015«11

^N01& 2.38 2.75 3.94 4.23

^N11& 5.07 3.97 3.90 3.32
1-3
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higher and lower fluid density. However, for quenched d
order consisting of particles much larger than those of
imbibed fluid, this difficulty may be lessened and the Kelv
equation could provide useful information on the effect
local condensation on the overall isotherm.
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